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Fineline

and

Corona Brushes
Corona PAL
Economical lay-in brush with
natural white China bristles.
Unlacquered beavertail handle,
stainless ferrule, and hand-formed
chisel. 9/16” thick, 2-15/16” bristle
length. Dimension below is width.
Item
Item #
Price
Corona PAL 2” 55-60001
Corona PAL 3” 55-60002
Corona PAL 4” 55-60003

Fineline Scenic Fitches
Our exclusive, professional lining brushes. The
natural bristles are long, extremely elastic,
responsive, and specially bound to withstand
the rigors of water soluble glues and paints.
Width and length dimensions provided
below are for the bristles only.
Item
Width
Length
Price
55-74047
1/4”
1-1/2”
$ 7.11
55-74044
1/2”
1-5/8”
9.17
55-74046
3/4”
2”
13.64
55-74040
1”
2-1/4”
18.65
55-74045
1-1/4”
2-1/2”
25.10
55-74041
1-1/2”
2-3/4”
25.98
55-74042
2”
3”
34.21
55-74043
3”
3-1/2”
52.27
Fineline Brush Kits
Our professional Fineline scenic fitches sold as
wallet-friendly bundles for students and pros
alike. 7-brush kit includes 1/4” through 2” sizes.
The 8-brush kit adds in a 3” brush.
7-Brush Kit #55-77KIT........................... $103.70
8-Brush Kit #55-78KIT............................. 147.85
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$13.96
20.78
28.01

Corona
PAL

Corona China
Fleet
Massive 7” wide brush with natural
black china bristles, detachable
grip, stainless steel ferrule. 1-1/2”
thick, 4-3/16” bristle length.
China Fleet 7” #55-60007..... $99.10

CHINA
FLEET

Prolyte VERTO Truss

Prolyte Verto Truss System
Verto truss is a revolutionary system, making truss connections fast, silent, and
safe. Verto truss is based on an innovative principle of truss connection
where the sections are joined by a rotating coupler system. This system has
great advantages over traditional systems. The name Verto is derived from Latin,
meaning to turn or to turn around and that is exactly how this coupler works. A
simple turn of your wrist connects the truss sections, saving significant setup and
tear-down time. Additionally, Verto truss goes together quietly, with no truss bolts,
nuts, or pins to mess with. A red safety ring is visible when the connection is not
fully closed, offering an easy identifier for safety checks.
Verto truss brings a fresh perspective on truss assembly and is a gamechanging cost-saver for regular truss users.

Give us a shout to discuss a
Verto truss system quote for your venue!

shop.bmisupply.com

Rigging

and

Related

Pipe Cat Hanger
PIPE CAT is a smart solution to hang soft
goods quickly and easily from a pipe batten.
The bottom piece clips through the grommet
at the top of the curtain, while the top piece is
simply pushed up onto the batten so the “ears”
clip around the pipe. When weight is applied to
the bottom section of the PIPE CAT, it holds on
tighter, while if pressure is applied to the grip
section underneath the pipe, the PIPE CAT
easily pulls away from the pipe. With PIPE CAT,
swapping out soft goods on stage is a breeze.
Pipe Cat Hanger #04-PC001................... $8.75*
*Special pricing through April 30th 2020

Griplock Grippers
Using wire rope, you can easily hang objects, permanently or
temporarily, with Griplock Grippers. Simply insert wire rope
and slide Gripper into position. Plunger allows easy release
and repositioning. Immensely handy!
Ring Grippers
Cable WLL (lbs) Silver #
Silver $
1/16”
60
11-ARIL001
$ 7.25
1/8”
225
11-ARIL002
13.35
3/16”
500
n/a
n/a

Black #
n/a
11-ARIL003
11-ARIL004

Black $
n/a
$13.35
37.30

Black #
11-AFKL002
11-AFKL003

Black $
$22.54
43.51

Ring
Gripper

Fork
Gripper

Fork Grippers
Cable WLL (lbs)
Silver # Silver $
1/8”
225
11-AFKL001 $18.65
3/16”
500
n/a
n/a

Dual Gripper
The Dual Gripper creates a simple & secure loop termination
without the need for tools. 250 lbs WLL. Silver.
Dual Gripper, 1/8” Cable #11-ALML003............................. $6.41
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Dual
Gripper

Stage Hardware

300 lbs Neoprene

Tri-Wheel Casters
Three swivel casters mounted around a center swivel point
means easier turning of heavy platforms. Made of steel
plate, heavy-duty ball bearings, and load rated casters,
tri-wheel casters will ease your scene shifts.
300 lbs Capacity, Neoprene #06-3120SXD.......... $121.00
300 lbs Capacity, Hard Rubber #06-3120SXH.......121.00
800 lbs Capacity, Neoprene #06-3220SXD.............167.00
1100 lbs Capacity, Hard Rubber #06-3320SXH.....183.00
Wagon Brakes
Regular Duty, 300 lbs cap. #04-WB017 . ................$16.90
Heavy Duty, 800 lbs cap. #04-WB018........................ 28.20
Neoprene-tip extension spindles included with above.

Reg Duty

Heavy Duty

Leg-a-Matic

Leg-a-Matic II

Replacement Spindles
Regular Duty #04-WB013.............................................. $2.25
Heavy Duty #04-WB014................................................. 2.75
Leg-a-Matic Brackets
This simple yet indispensable piece of hardware creates
a corner pocket for platform legs. The bracket bolts to
platform frame with standard 3/8” bolts. The original
Leg-a-Matic holds a 2x4 leg using standard wood
screws. The Leg-A-Matic II accepts 2” OD pipe or 2”
square tubing. Both brackets are made from high grade
6061-T6 aluminum, strengthening the corner joints on
your platforms. Saves time, saves money, adds security
and strength! Note: Brackets do NOT relieve the need
for cross bracing legs.
Leg-a-Matic™ (for 2x4 legs) #04-PL001............. $ 9.10
Leg-a-Matic II™ (for 2” OD pipe) #04-PL003........ 10.75
LAM Hardware Pak (for mounting bracket to platform)
#04-PL002............................................................... 3.95
Includes: 4 each Hex Key Bolt, Locking Nut, and Flat Washer.
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LogiCue Cue Light System

LC12 Controller

LogiCue Cue Light System
LogiCue is a digital cue light system that makes cueing actors and production
crew easy and accurate. Multiple channels of control gives you fantastic flexibility
in planning your cueing needs. Sets up quickly
using standard microphone cables. The LC12
(12-channel) and LC6 (6-channel) controllers
both feature self-test on power-up, tactile “clicky”
buttons, simple on/off or red/green configuration
options, digital readout of control address (on cue
lights themselves), and 2-way acknowledgement
QL2 Cue Light
(yes, we are here and saw the standby light). Compact control surfaces consume
minimal space at your stage manager position. Cue lights (QL2) can be daisy
chained or connected using “Y” cables. Max cable length in system should be
1000' or under.
LC12 Controller (above): Updated model
features a DMX output for triggering DMX
devices such as dimmers, relays, etc. New
form factor allows for desktop operation or
rack-mounting without the need for additional
hardware!
LC6 Controller (right): New offering! 6-channel
controller in a compact desktop format.
LogiCue LC12 Controller #25-260001................. $1079.00
LogiCue LC6 Controller #25-260006........................ 599.00
LogiCue QL2 Cue Light #25-260002........................ 175.00
Special bundles available!
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LC6 Controller

LED Lighting Fixtures
chauvet ovation cyc
The CHAUVET Ovation CYC 1 FC is a sleek
and lightweight CYC that delivers a wide,
smooth field of light with significant reach.
Completely convection cooled, the unit is
ideal for applications where silent operation is
critical. Ovation Cyc 1 FC features the advanced
RGBAL color-mixing system found in other
CHAUVET Ovation full-color units to render nearly any color with tremendous
realism and saturation. Smooth blending between fixtures is readily achieved. Given
the low profile, it can also be used effectively as a footlight. This versatile fixture
has an integrated kick stand and included glare shield that can shape its throw. It
also features omega bracket for use with pipe clamps or couplers. We have seen
this unit up close and were impressed with its output, blending, diminutive
size, and build quality. The CHAUVET Ovation Cyc 1 FC is an excellent value.
CHAUVET Ovation Cyc 1 FC #67-C0121.......................................................... $899.99
Altman AFS-700 LED followspot
The Altman AFS-700 LED Followspot is a lightweight, 780-watt white LED manual
follow spot packed with powerful features. The compact extruded aluminum design
allows for discrete placement while offering
powerful light output at distances over 200
feet. It offers a motorized precision zoom
system (DMX or locally controlled) that
delivers a 7° to 13° beam spread. Each AFS700 LED follow spot includes an on-board
controller, allowing for simple button press
color control and fader control of intensity, strobe, color correction (CTO), iris, focus,
and zoom. Each of these features can be controlled from either the AFS-700
controller or via DMX.
Altman AFS-700 LED Followspot #42-110007.............................................$4000.00

Altman AFS-500 also available.
Please visit our website for details!
shop.bmisupply.com

Moving Lights
High End Systems solapix
High End Systems’ SolaPix fixtures take the traditional
concept of a pixel wash and pushes it to its maximum
potential. The bright and punchy output will envelope your
production with beautiful, saturated color. Additionally,
when you need to add a spark of creativity, the fixtures’
narrow zoom, FleX Effects macros, and pixel-controlled
face gives you a wide variety of looks. Both units feature
robust 40W Osram Ostar RGBW LEDs (7 in the Solapix 7;
19 in the Solapix 19) rated for 50,000 hours, superb zoom
range of 4.5° to 60°, TRUE1 detachable pigtail, and more.
SolaPix 7 w/insert #39-21044................................ $3150.00
SolaPix 19 w/insert #39-21046................................ 5300.00

Please visit our website
for the complete High End lineup!

elation fuze profile
The FUZE PROFILE is an automated LED fixture
with framing shutters at an exceptional price point.
It is designed for theater, television, and a wide array
of other lighting applications. The 92 CRI engine uses
a 5-color homogenized LED array consisting of Red,
Green, Blue, Mint, and Amber sources. The carefully
tuned LEDs ensure accurate color reproduction while
delivering a powerful output of over 9,000 lumens. Virtual
color temperature, magenta / green adjustment, plus color
gel emulation provide the designer with immediate access
to the impressive color possibilities. A rotating gobo wheel,
fixed gobo wheel, animation wheel, frost, prism, and iris
round out the comprehensive feature set in this compact,
quiet, and lightweight fixture.
Elation Fuze Profile #39-E1006.......................... $4396.00
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Technician Tools

and

Rosco mixbook
MIXBOOK is a digital swatchbook that enables
users to easily explore the performance of their
color choices. It is a useful tool for educators and
students learning about color and its use in theatre,
studios, etc. Using the myMIX app and a Bluetooth
connection to the MIXBOOK, a user can bring up
most Rosco colors including Roscolux, Cinegel, and
others. You can test various “white” color temps,
mimic unique sources like sodium vapour, and more.
Users can generate desired colors by adjusting hue,
saturation, and intensity levels, or by selecting xy
values. It is a fantastic all-around tool for testing
colors without the need for a separate fixture, gel
cuts, etc. Includes protective pouch!
Rosco MIXBOOK #67-60036........................... $94.00*

Gadgets

*Special pricing!
Valid through April 30th 2020.

DMXCAT
DMXcat by City Theatrical is a powerful, multifunction,
DMX test tool and controller that works in tandem
with your smartphone. Via Bluetooth, the DMXcat
interacts with a series of apps (Android or iPhone)
that can perform as DMX controller, fixture tester,
RDM controller, DMX tester, RF spectrum analyzer
(for Wi-Fi networks), and more! An indispensable tool.
DMXCAT #36-E70001........................................... $331.50
Cable Munkey
Cable Munkey slips onto standard battens or truss for a quick
and easy way to run cable. Separate hooks for data and power.
Integrated mousing points. Great for temporary or permanent
use. Greatly reduces tieline needs.
Cable Munkey #27-9MUNKEY............... $6.80**
**Special through April 15th 2020!
Regular price is $8.00 each.
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NEBO Flashlights

NEBO REBEL
REBEL is a rechargeable task light with an
adjustable strap for use as a head lamp. Small
enough to fit in the palm of your hand, this bright
light rebels against its size with its 600 lumen
output. Equipped with a rotating, removable
steel clip and powerful magnetic base.
REBEL #25-360005..................................$26.25*

NEBO Redline Flex
The NEBO Redline FLEX utilizes Flex-Power
Technology, which allows the light to be
powered by a single AA battery or a 14500
rechargeable battery (included). The FLEX
features 6x adjustable zoom, dual-direction clip,
and a powerful magnetic base for convenient
hands-free lighting.
Redline Flex #25-360001........................$16.95*
Additional NEBO ITEMS:
NEBO LEO #25-360003...........................$11.99*
NEBO PAL+ 3-in-1 #25-360002............... 24.25*
NEBO Slim #25-360004............................ 22.70*
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NEBO OLD RED
“Old Red” is an LED lantern
that brings classic charm as
an inexpensive prop lantern.
Blending rustic design with
modern technology, it features
a realistic flickering flame and a
control to adjust the amount of
light that is generated. No smoke
and no fire. Old Red operates for
up to 80 hours (dim setting) with
4 AA batteries (included).
Old Red #25-360006......... $18.55

*Special pricing!
Valid through April 30th 2020.

MicroCom Intercom

by

Pliant

Microcom Wireless intercom
MicroCom offers a simple and affordable professional
wireless intercom solution for any budget. MicroCom provides
single-channel, full-duplex intercom for up to 5 users, without
the need for a base station. MicroCom also provides for
unlimited listeners, providing great flexibility for applications
where high-quality audio, excellent range, and low-cost are
essential. Along with a wide selection of headsets, MicroCom
is ideal for theaters, houses of worship, corporate events,
schools, and a wide array of other applications. The system
features small, water-resistant beltpacks and provides clear
sound, ease-of-use, and long-life battery operation. Built well
enough for demanding professional use, the system is very
simple to set-up and use.
MicroCom 900MHz Beltpack #53-T0PMC900M.......... $360.00
MicroCom 5-port USB Charger #53-TCUSB5CHG........ 61.43
Soft Case for 5 packs & Acc. #53-TCSFTCASE............. 85.05
Hard Case for 5 packs & Acc. #53-TCMC5CASE......... 216.00

Microcom headsets
Single Ear In-Ear Headset #53-T0PHSIELM...................................................... $ 94.00
Single Ear Lightweight Headset #53-TSB11LEDM........................................... 138.00
Single Ear Full Ear Standard Headset #53-TSB110EDM................................ 276.00
Please visit our website
for additional MicroCom items!
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CrewCom Intercom

by

Pliant

CrewCom is an innovative approach to professional digital wireless intercoms,
designed to handle almost any application from simple out-of-the-box solutions
to large-scale designs for complex environments. It is a versatile communications
solution built on a highly scalable platform in which a family of products utilizes
a proprietary network. CrewCom is ideal for overcoming communication
challenges such as tough RF environments, inconsistent coverage, and total
users limits that many experience with traditional wireless intercom systems.

Crewcom Control units
The CrewCom Control Unit (CU) is the foundation of the CrewCom system. It
establishes the CrewNet-based infrastructure while also providing external
connections to common established intercom systems. The CU contains no radio
and is frequency agnostic. It can control and monitor any device across CrewNet.
In tandem with CrewCom Radio Transceivers, each CU supports 50 Radio Packs
(18 Normal mode and 32 High Density mode) across all available RF bands.
CrewCom Radio
Transceiver
This
transceiver
unit
puts wireless coverage
specifically where needed,
decentralizing the radio
components from the typical
base station. It serves as
an access point, enabling
radio communications with
CrewCom Radio Packs.
Using CrewNet as a backbone, a large
number of RTs can be positioned on the
network over a wide coverage area through
direct connection to a Control Unit.

CrewCom Radio
Packs
Digital wireless beltpack for
connecting mobile users to the
CrewCom
system.
Along with full-duplex,
multi-conference
communications, the
Radio Pack combines
flexible conference
access and customizable controls
for a highly functional, yet familiar
user experience

Visit our website for full CrewCom details!
shop.bmisupply.com

Atmospheric Effects
CITC XF-3500 Fogger
The XF-Series is the new range of professional
grade fog machines from CITC. The powerful XF3500 fog machine is capable of outputting up to
35,000 CFM, the highest in its class. XF-3500
comes standard with X-Cradle Impact Armor, a
proprietary design made in the USA from aircraft
grade materials, which protects machines from
drops. With full-featured digital control technology
(including DMX) and CITC’s precision “smart
fog” fluid line-up, the XF-Series delivers the most
precisely timed fog anywhere.
CITC XF-3500 #19-0100501...................... $2815.09
Antari ICE
Antari ICE produces the ever popular,
low-lying, “heavy” smoke of a dry ice
machine without the inconvenience of dry
ice or the potential hazards of CO2-laden
smoke. Place up to 10 kg of ice into the ice
chamber to cool the smoke produced by
the 1000W smoke machine, then watch
the floor disappear in ankle deep smoke.
10 kg of ice placed in the ice chamber
can last up to 80 minutes with constant
use. DMX on board or use timer remote.
Drainage pump can be activated manually
or automatically for optimum convenience.
Antari ICE #19-0000ICE................ $775.00
Antari FLL-4 Fluid #19-000FLL4..... 27.00
more atmospherics:

shop.bmisupply.com/specialeffects
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Featured Audio Brands!
BMI Supply is pleased to bring you a growing line of premier audio brands,
highlighted by the renowned companies shown below. We have plenty of other lines
available, just drop us a note! We can be your leading source for:

•
•
•
•

Microphones
Speakers
mixing consoles
Amplifiers

•
•
•
•

more audio:

Outboard gear
cabling
mic stands
...and much more!

shop.bmisupply.com/audio
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